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FROM THE
PRESIDENT
Just like I have, you probably have
noticed one phenomenon: most people,
no matter where they are, spend a lot of
their time doing the same task, with
their heads down, thumbs and fingers
jumping. Yes, they are chatting with
their friends, watching videos, or
reading books on their smart phones or
tablets. Technology has changed our
lives dramatically in the past decade.
We are getting busier and busier, at
work and at home. So, let us spend a
few minutes talking about SAS® and
SANDS.
First of all, congratulations to our
newly elected SANDS officers for the
year 2015! Wei Cheng, Archie
Medrano, and Song Lin were elected as
President, Vice President, and Treasurer,
respectively, to serve our local SAS user
community for another year. I started
serving on the SANDS Executive
Committee as speaker/program
coordinator in 2002, and was elected as
vice president in 2005. After Art
Carpenter left San Diego at the
beginning of 2008, I was elected as the
president of SANDS, and I feel so lucky
to have had this opportunity to work
with so many intelligent and dedicated
statisticians/SAS programmers over the
years. I have seen changes among local
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companies and SAS users, but SANDS
meetings have been steady and
prosperous.
Secondly, I have exciting news for
the upcoming May meeting! We will
have three SAS speakers coming to San
Diego. In the afternoon, Vincent
DelGobbo will present his most popular
workshop on creating multi-sheet
Microsoft Excel Workbooks with only
base SAS. It will be a hands-on
workshop, so please bring your laptops
with you to the meeting, and make sure
you have registered with Pfizer for WiFi access and with SAS OnDemand for
Academics before the meeting. After
the workshop, Melodie Rush will
present data preparation techniques
using SAS Enterprise Guide. In the
evening meeting, Laurie Rose will
present how to do data visualization in
health care and Melodie Rush will give
her second presentation on predictive
modeling using SAS Enterprise Miner.
That’s four presentations from SAS
speakers in our meeting, so you won’t
want to miss it!
Last but not least, I would like to
give thanks to our sponsors and
advertisers. This time, all four
presentations are sponsored by the SAS
Institute and, in addition, SAS is
providing the networking dinner and
giveaways for the meeting. Since
SANDS is one of the top local SAS user
groups in the nation, Andrea Littleton
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from SAS Americas Marketing and
Support Department will attend our
meeting. Andy is the local user group
liaison from the SAS Institute. She has
been providing timely support for all of
our SANDS meetings in the past years.
Please say thanks to her when you meet
her in person. Once again, Pfizer will
provide our meeting locations for the
whole year. SANDS meetings are held
with no cost to our members because of
their generous sponsorship. Thank you,
SAS and Pfizer!
As you may know, SANDS is run
by volunteers. We don’t charge
membership fees, and we provide
networking dinners and giveaways at
our quarterly meetings for free. All
these activities are not possible without
the support from our sponsors and
advertisers. If your company or any
other companies you know would like
to become sponsors for our SANDS
meetings or advertisers in our quarterly
newsletters, please let us know. We
need your help!
Don’t forget that the WUSS 2015
Annual Conference will be held in San
Diego from September 9th to
September 11th (http://
www.wuss.org//)!
I am heading to the SAS Global
Forum in Dallas, so I hope to see you
there. Most importantly, I look forward
to seeing you all on May 13th!
- Wei Cheng
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SANDS
M E E TI NG AG E N D A - M A Y 1 3 , 2 0 1 5
Location: Building CB2, Room 1110

3:00 - 4:30

Workshop:
An Introduction to Creating Multi-Sheet Microsoft Excel Workbooks the Easy Way with SAS® - Vince DelGobbo

4:45 - 5:30

Data Preparation Techniques for Data Mining in SAS® Enterprise Guide® - Melodie Rush

5:45 - 6:15

Dinner/Networking

6:15 - 6:30

Welcome/SANDS Business

6:30 - 7:30

Data Visualization in Health Care: Optimizing the Utility of Claims Data through Visual Analysis - Laurie Rose

7:30 - 8:30

A Top 10 List: Advantages of Using SAS® Enterprise Miner™ for Predictive Modeling – Melodie Rush

Workshop: An Introduction to Creating Multi-Sheet
Microsoft Excel Workbooks the Easy Way with
SAS®
Abstract:
Transferring SAS data and analytical results between SAS
and Microsoft Excel can be difficult, especially when SAS is
not installed on a Windows platform. This presentation
provides basic information on how to use Base SAS 9 software
to create multi-sheet Excel workbooks (for Excel versions 2002
and later). You will learn techniques for quickly and easily
creating attractive, multi-sheet Excel workbooks that contain
your SAS output using the ExcelXP tagset. The techniques can
be used regardless of the platform on which SAS software is
installed. You can even use them on a mainframe! More indepth information on this topic will be presented if time
permits.
Bio: Vince DelGobbo is a Senior Software Developer in the
Metadata and Execution Services group at SAS. This group's
responsibilities include the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher
and SAS Stored Processes. He is involved in the development
of new Web- and server-based technologies, as well as
integrating SAS output with Microsoft Office. He was also
involved in the early development of the ExcelXP ODS tagset.
Vince has been a SAS Software user since 1982, and joined
SAS in 1992.
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Data Preparation Techniques for Data Mining in
SAS® Enterprise Guide®
Abstract:
In this session, we cover creating a data mart to be used for
modeling. We start by discussing the data and data format
needed for modeling. We then walk through an example in
SAS Enterprise Guide by creating a target variable, creating
model input variables from single or multiple variables,
recoding variables and subsetting the data to the cases of
interest. The entire process is captured in a SAS Enterprise
Guide Process Flow.
Bio: Melodie Rush is the Statistician for the Customer Loyalty
Team at SAS Institute. Melodie received both her B.S. in
Statistics and her Masters in Science of Management with a
technical option in Statistics from North Carolina State
University. Before joining SAS in 1996, Melodie worked for
Research Triangle Institute as a Statistician. Her
responsibilities included implementing national and local
surveys of various topics such as health care, employee
benefits, and drug abuse. As part of her research, she has
published work for both the American Statistical Association
and the American Public Health Association. After joining
SAS, Melodie has developed presentations and methodology
for doing many types of analysis, including data mining,
forecasting, data exploration and visualization, quality control
and marketing. She has spent the last 18 years helping
companies identify and solve problems in each of these
analytical areas.
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SANDS
Data Visualization in Health Care: Optimizing the
Utility of Claims Data through Visual Analysis

A Top 10 List: Advantages of Using SAS®
Enterprise Miner™ for Predictive Modeling

Abstract:
A revolution is taking place in the US at both the national
and state level in the area of health care big data, analytics, and
transparency. Large amounts of data on the health of
communities, the quality of health care providers, and the cost
of health care is being collected and made available by both
levels of government, to a variety of stakeholders. The
surfacing of these data and consumption by health care decision
makers unfolds a new opportunity to view, explore, and analyze
health care data in novel ways. Furthermore, these data
provide the health care system an opportunity to advance the
achievement of the Triple Aim. (see iti.org/tripleaim).
The convergence of big data, analytics, and transparency will
bring a sea of change to the world of health care by
necessitating new ways to communicate information to end
users, such as payers, providers, researchers, and consumers.
This paper examines the information needs of health care
organizations, such as Medicare and Medicaid, and discusses
the union of health care and data visualization in creating
consumable health insights that will aid in achieving cost
containment and quality improvement for populations served.
Moreover, using claims data and SAS Visual Analytics, it
examines how data visualization can help identify the most
critical insights necessary to managing population health. If
health care payers can analyze large amounts of claims data
effectively, they can improve service and care delivery for their
recipients.
Bio: A 30-year veteran of SAS, Ms. Laurie Rose has spent the
last 14 years in a role dedicated to the health care industry. She
is a Principal Consultant for SAS’ Global Health & Life
Sciences Practice, an organization responsible for the
company’s health and life sciences product portfolio. She
provides consulting to organizations looking to apply health
analytics that will drive innovation, improve quality, reduce
costs, and advance overall population health. Laurie also
develops and delivers training, facilitates customer focus
groups, and mentors new staff. She has authored numerous
journal articles and white papers and has been a guest lecturer
at NCSU and UNC. She is a graduate of North Carolina State
University, majoring in Business Management and Economics.
Prior to SAS, she worked in the medical device industry.

Abstract:
SAS Enterprise Miner contains an unmatched suite of
modeling techniques and algorithms. This broad toolset helps
to overcome the common challenges of data mining and
provides a comprehensive workbench to manage the entire
process. Learn some of the many ways that SAS Enterprise
Miner can benefit data miners and organizations, including
increased productivity and more accurate models.
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Bio: (See Melodie Rush’s bio in the previous page.)
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TIPS FOR USING A DATA WAREHOUSE
In our last episode we looked at a way to solve a pesky problem when appending two or more data sets with one or more variables of varying
lengths between the data sets. This time we’ll take a look at a way to create a new variable to hold a “bucket” value for categories of data values.
What?
A way to analyze our data is to categorize data values that have many discrete values into less discrete categories, or “buckets”, where the
bucket values will have a meaning to those who use the data warehouse. For example, if the company’s accounting department normally processes
transactions within 30 days and we want to evaluate their success in doing so by categorizing the transaction as those that are processed within 30
days, and those processed within 31-60 days, and those processed in more than 60 days. So, we would want to place each transaction into one of
three buckets. Because SAS is so powerful, there are surely many ways to do what we need to do. But, I will demonstrate an easy to implement
method using an IF-THEN/ELSE statement within a Data Step.
Let’s assume that in our master data set we have a variable called “Doc_Date” that contains the date of a source document and we have a
variable called “Post_Date” that contains the date the accounting department enters the transaction into the accounting system. We decide to create
a variable called Post_Delay_Bucket to contain the bucket values of 1 for transactions processed within 30 days; 2 for transactions processed
between 31 and 60 days; and 3 for transactions processed beyond 60 days. Before we can put each transaction into a bucket, we need to calculate
and store the number of days between the source document date and the entry date (the date the accountant entered the transaction). We will
create that value and store it in a new variable called Post_Delay. Here’s what our code might look like:
data out.pdbad(label="Posting Delay Bucket Analysis Data");
length post_delay 8. post_delay_bucket 8.;
format post_delay 8. post_delay_bucket 8.;
label
post_delay = 'Posting Delay from Document Date'
post_delay_bucket = 'Posting Delay Ranking';
set in.master_data.;
post_delay = post_date - doc_date;
if post_delay >= 0 and post_delay <= 30 then post_delay_bucket = 1;
else if post_delay >= 31 and post_delay <= 60 then post_delay_bucket = 2;
else if post_delay >= 61 then post_delay_bucket = 3;
run;

In this example, we are reading data set in.master_data and creating out.pdbad. We are using some old trusted statement and options, like the
data set LABEL option to give out.pdbad a label, and the LENGTH, FORMAT, and LABEL statements to control the new variables we are creating.
A simple assignment statement to place the difference between the Post_Date and the Doc_Date is all that is needed to fill our new variable for
Post_Delay. Then, we use the IF-THEN/ELSE statement to assign each observation a Post_Delay_Bucket value based on the observation’s
calculated Post_Delay value.
Let’s get some background on the IF-THEN/ELSE statement from the SAS Institute. (Sas(r) 9.2 ds2 language, 2014).
If the conditions that are specified in the IF clause are met, the IF-THEN statement executes a statement. An optional ELSE
statement gives an alternative action if the THEN clause is not executed. The ELSE statement, if used, must immediately follow the
IF-THEN statement.
Using IF-THEN statements without the ELSE statement causes all IF-THEN statements to be evaluated. If the IF clause is true, the
statement after THEN is executed, otherwise the statement after ELSE is executed.
Note: For greater efficiency, construct your IF-THEN/ELSE statement with conditions of decreasing probability.
Once we have created our posting delay bucket variable, we can use our favorite SAS procedures and interactive tools (did someone say “SAS
Enterprise Guide”?) to analyze our transactions based on the posting delay. Thanks for reading. Curtis Smith
(2014). SAS(R) 9.4 DS2 Language Reference, Fourth Edition, IF-THEN/ELSE Statement. Cary, NC: SAS Institute, Inc. Retrieved from http://
support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/ds2ref/68056/HTML/default/viewer.htm#p1swn0a4ufdvn3n1e67d75roy6ns.htm
S a n D i e g o S A S U s e r s G r o u p!
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SANDS
KIRK’S KORNER: REMOVING DUPLICATES USING SAS®
We live in a world of data – small data, big data, and data in every conceivable size between small and big. In today’s world, data finds its way
into our lives wherever we are. We talk about data, create data, read data, transmit data, receive data, and save data constantly during any given
hour in a day, and we still want and need more. So, we collect even more data at work, in meetings, at home, using our smartphones, in emails, in
voice messages, sifting through financial reports, analyzing profits and losses, watching streaming videos, playing computer games, comparing
sports teams and favorite players, and countless other ways. Data is growing and being collected at such astounding rates all in the hopes of being
able to better understand the world around us. As SAS professionals, the world of data offers many new and exciting opportunities, but also
presents a frightening realization that data sources may very well contain a host of integrity issues that need to be resolved first.
An issue found in some data sets is the presence of duplicate rows and/or duplicate keys. When found, SAS can be used to remove any
unwanted data. Note: Before duplicates are removed, be sure to consult with your organization’s data analyst or subject matter expert to see if
removal is necessary. It’s better to be safe than to be sorry.
This tip illustrates two different methods to remove duplicate observations (or rows) from data sets (or tables) based on the row’s values and/or
keys using SAS®. Each example is illustrated using a single data set, MOVIES. The Movies data set contains 26 rows, and has a structure
consisting of six columns. Title, Category, Studio, and Rating are defined as character columns; and Length and Year are defined as numeric
columns. The Movies data set contains two duplicate rows – Brave Heart and Rocky; and two duplicate Title keys – Forrest Gump and The Wizard
of Oz, shown below.
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SANDS
KIRK’S KORNER (CONTINUED)
Method #1 – Using PROC SORT
The first method, and one that is popular with SAS professionals everywhere, uses PROC SORT to remove duplicates. The SORT procedure
supports three options for the removal of duplicates: NODUPRECS, NODUPKEYS, and DUPOUT=.
The NODUPRECS (or NODUP) Option
By specifying the NODUPRECS (or NODUPREC) (or NODUP) option with PROC SORT, rows with identical values for all columns are
removed from the output data set. The resulting output data saw the removal of the duplicate rows for Brave Heart and Rocky because
they have identical data for all columns.
PROC SORT
DATA=Movies
OUT=Movies_Sorted_NoDuprecs
NODUPRECS;
BY Title;
RUN;

The NODUPKEYS (or NODUPKEY) Option
By specifying the NODUPKEYS (or NODUPKEY) option with PROC SORT, rows with duplicate keys are automatically removed from
the output data set. The resulting output data set saw the removal of all the duplicate rows for Brave Heart, Forrest Gump, Rocky and The
Wizard of Oz because they have duplicate keys data for the column, Title.
PROC SORT
DATA=Movies
OUT=Movies_Sorted_NoDupkeys
NODUPKEYS;
BY Title;
RUN;

The DUPOUT= Option
A DUPOUT= option is specified with PROC SORT to identify duplicate rows before actually removing them from a data set. The
DUPOUT= option is used with either the NODUPKEYS or NODUPRECS option to name a data set that will contain duplicate keys or
duplicate rows. The DUPOUT= option is generally used when the data set is too large for visual inspection. In the next code example, the
DUPOUT= and NODUPKEY options are specified. The resulting output data set contains the duplicate rows for Brave Heart, Forrest
Gump, Rocky and The Wizard of Oz.
PROC SORT
DATA=Movies
DUPOUT=Movies_Sorted_Dupout_NoDupkey
NODUPKEY;
BY Title;
RUN;

In the next example, the DUPOUT= and NODUPRECS options are specified. The resulting output data set contains the duplicate rows for
Brave Heart and Rocky because these rows have identical data for all columns.
PROC SORT
DATA=Movies
DUPOUT=Movies_Sorted_Dupout_NoDuprecs
NODUPRECS;
BY Title;
RUN;

Note: Although the removal of duplicates using PROC SORT is popular with many SAS professionals, an element of care should be given to
using this method when processing big data sets. Because sort operations are time consuming and CPU-intensive, requiring as much as three
times the amount of space to sort a data set, excessive demand is placed on system resources. Instead, SAS professionals may want to consider
using PROC SUMMARY with the CLASS statement to avoid the need for sorting altogether, see Method #2.
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SANDS
KIRK’S KORNER (CONTINUED)
Method #2 – Using PROC SUMMARY with the CLASS Statement
The second method of removing duplicates uses PROC SUMMARY with the CLASS statement. Using PROC SUMMARY with the CLASS
statement provides SAS professionals with a more efficient alternative than PROC SORT, and other methods, by avoiding the need for sorting in
advance. Without the sorting requirement, considerably less system resources are needed to identify duplicates. But two additional aspects make
this method effective: the specification of a CLASS statement to collapse rows with the same column values and the creation of a _FREQ_ column
containing the number of occurrences. As shown in the example, a WHERE statement, WHERE= data set option, or SQL WHERE-clause is
specified to select rows with multiple occurrences (duplicates) with the WHERE-clause expression Dupkey > 1.
PROC SUMMARY DATA=Mydata.Movies_dups2 NWAY ;
CLASS Title ;
OUTPUT OUT=Movies_Summary_NoDupkey(DROP=_type_) ;
RUN ;
PROC PRINT DATA=Movies_Summary_NoDupkey(RENAME=(_FREQ_ = Dupkey)) NOOBS ;
WHERE Dupkey > 1 ;
RUN ;

Kirk Paul Lafler has been using SAS since 1979 and is consultant and founder of Software Intelligence Corporation. He is a SAS Certified
Professional, application and tool developer, provider of IT consulting services, trainer to SAS users around the world, mentor, and
sasCommunity.org emeritus Advisory Board member. As the author of six books including Google® Search Complete (Odyssey Press. 2014); PROC
SQL: Beyond the Basics Using SAS, Second Edition (SAS Press. 2013); PROC SQL: Beyond the Basics Using SAS (SAS Press. 2004); Kirk has
written more than five hundred papers and articles, been an Invited speaker and trainer at four hundred-plus SAS International, regional, specialinterest, local, and in-house user group conferences, educational forums, and meetings, and is the recipient of 23 “Best” contributed paper, hands-on
workshop (HOW), and poster awards.

Senior

SAS®

Kirk Paul Lafler
Consultant, Application Developer, Data Scientist, Trainer and Author
Software Intelligence Corporation
E-mail: KirkLafler@cs.com
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/KirkPaulLafler
Twitter: @sasNerd

Enhance your SQL programming skills with PROC SQL: Beyond the Basics Using SAS®, Second Edition!
Learn how to perform better Google® searches with the book the pros use, Google® Search Complete!

SANDS Membership
Membership in the San Diego SAS Users Group, Inc. (SANDS) provides an opportunity for SAS users to meet
and keep updated on SAS issues. Seminars and presentations allow SAS users to gain knowledge with little or no
cost. It is also an opportunity for consultants and prospective employees to meet possible employers, and companies
to show their SAS-related products and host a meeting. We welcome those interested in giving presentations and
writing articles for the newsletter. Presently, there is no charge to attend our meetings or to receive our newsletter;
small fees may be asked for some special functions or workshops.
The SANDS membership list is not given out to others and is used only to disseminate SANDS related business,
such as newsletters or special announcements. Those wishing to sell their products or services have the opportunity to
advertise in the newsletter at reasonable rates.
To become a member, please email the following to Cathy Liu: Name, Title, Organization, Telephone, E-mail, Fax,
Address, Work or Home indicator, Computer Platform, SAS version, and SAS related areas of interest.
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SANDS
Stump the Programmer #72
by Art Carpenter
TITLE with Double Quotes
The macro variable &TTL contains a string with an embedded
double quote. This macro variable is then used in two TITLE
statements (one with and one without quotes). The program
executes without error. What is the title for the PROC PRINT and
why?
data _null_;
call symputx('ttl','Tom"s Truck');
run;
%put %bquote(|&ttl|);

Data Explorations
Data Management & Analyses for Biological,
Ecological & Health Sciences.
SAS® Programming Services: Extensive experience
with SAS macros, SAS/STAT®, SAS/GRAPH®, SAS/AF®,
SAS/FSP®, & SAS Component Language.

Statistical and data analysis support for clinical trial studies.
Data entry and reporting systems. Application Development.
Database conversion services. SAS Training services.
Experimental Design and Data Management.
Data Explorations is a SAS Alliance Affiliate MemberTM with
SAS Advanced Certified Professionals.

title1 "&ttl";
title2 &ttl;
proc print
data=sashelp.class;
run;

Art Carpenter & Richard Smith - Partners
(907) 865-9167 Art
(760) 613-5373 Richard

Art:
Richard:

Email:

Need a

Math Tutor?

Web:

Art@DataXplorations.com
Art@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com

http://www.DataXplorations.com
http://www.DataXplorations.com

Call/Text Archie at 858-633-8486 or
info@askawaytutoring.com
Algebra
Geometry
Trigonometry

Pre-Calculus
Calculus
SAS

Discrete Math
Differential Equations
Number Theory
Math Sections of:
SAT, GRE, GMAT

WUSS 2015
September 9-11
San Diego, CA

Ask A Way Tutoring
S a n D i e g o S A S U s e r s G r o u p!
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SANDS
Acadia Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Position: SAS Programmer / Senior SAS Programmer
Role: Work closely with other programmers, biostatisticians, and clinical data managers in
supporting the collection, analysis, and reporting of clinical data for phase I-IV studies
Responsibilities:
• Following SDTM (Study Data Tabulation Model) Implementation Guide, assist in producing
CDISC-compliant SDTM datasets
• Following statistical analysis plan, develop and execute derivation algorithms for
producing analysis datasets and statistical analyses
• Produce data listings, summary tables and graphs using SAS software
•
•
•
•
•

Independently validate data listings, summary tables and graphs
Handle import and export of data
Assist data management group in performing data edit checks
Review case report forms (CRF/eCRF) and provide comments
Understand and conduct work consistent with GCP, ICH, 21 CFR part 11, internal SOPs and
training, and international regulatory requirements

Experience Qualification
• Experience with clinical trial data (3 years; 6 years for Senior)
• Experience with SAS programming including base SAS, Macro, Stat, ODS, Graph, and
advanced inferential statistics procedures (e.g., proc mixed, proc genmod, proc phreg).
SAS certification is preferred.
• Experience with industry data standards such as CDISC SDTM/ADaM
• Exposure to statistical graphics software is required
• Strong communication skills, teamwork, and attention to detail are crucial.
• Working knowledge of GCP, ICH, 21 CFR part 11, or other international regulations
• Proven ability to handle multiple projects simultaneously, take initiative, and work
independently
Education Qualification
• Bachelor’s degree in Statistics, Epidemiology, Mathematics, Computer Science,
Engineering or related field.
S a n D i e g o S A S U s e r s G r o u p!
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SANDS

Map to Pfizer La Jolla Campus
CB2
(VISITORS Check In)

CB2

10770 Science Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92121

CB1
VISITORS PARKING
Please Check-In with Security

CB3

CB5
CB6

N

e

E

riv

W

CB10

Ce
nte
rD

N. Torrey Pines Rd.

CB4

I-5

Sc

Genesee Ave.

ien

ce

S

Directions to the Campus Buildings

Genese
e Ave.

Please refer all Contractors and Visitors that will be visiting
CB1-CB6, CB10 or The Pfizer Incubator to the CB2 Visitors Check-in Center.

A photo ID is required for visitor check in.

Groups of 15 or more will check-in at the lobbies of the buildings visited.
Visitors should arrive 15 to 20 minutes early to allow enough time for check-in.
From San Diego International Airport.
Follow signs to I-5 North.
Proceed on I-5 North for approx. 10 miles.
Exit I-5 at Genesee Ave. and make a left at the stop light.
Make a right at the second stop light which will be Science Center Drive.
CB2 Visitors Center is located at the end of the cul-de-sac.
Visitor Parking is to the left. Please follow Visitors Signs.
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S A N D S EX EC UTIV E C O M M ITTEE
ELECTED OFFICERS
President • Wei Cheng
Vice-President • Archie Medrano
Secretary/Treasurer • Song Lin
Advertisements • Tyler Smith & Vivian Huang
Ty pe

Dimensions (w x h)

Cost

Business Card

3.5” x 2”

$25

Quarter Page

3.5” x 4.5”

$50

Half Page

7” x 4.5”

$125

Full Page

7” x 9”

$225

Note: Prices may change without notice. Additional fees may be charged if modifications are needed. For verification of current
prices and/or to send ads in PDF format, please contact Tyler Smith and/or Vivian Huang.

Catering • Vivian Huang
Facilities Coordinators • Yiyun Tang & Ren-Yu Tzeng
Job Bank • Jia Hu
Membership Coordinators • Cathy Liu & Chieko Seto
SAS Institute Liaison • Andrea Littleton
Speakers/Program Coordinator • Scott Leslie
Sponsorship • Tyler Smith & Vivian Huang
Newsletter Editor/Webmaster • Archie Medrano
The SANDS newsletter is published quarterly and distributed to members by e-mail. The SANDS EC team appreciates the efforts of
all contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible. We are always looking for volunteers to contribute original
content to the quarterly newsletter. If you have ideas or suggestions for the newsletter, please share them with us. We would love
to hear them!
Newsletter text not otherwise indicated was written or edited by the Editor. Please send any questions or comments to the Editor.
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the
USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration.
Websites:

sandsug.org

S a n D i e g o S A S U s e r s G r o u p!

sascommunity.org

LinkedIn

Facebook

Twitter
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